ABSTRACT Spoken language understanding (SLU) is a fundamental to service robot handling of natural language task requests. There are two main basic problems in SLU, namely, intent determination (ID) and slot filling (SF). The slot-gated recurrent neural network joint model for the two tasks has been proven to be superior to the single model, and has achieved the most advanced performance. However, in the context of task requests for home service robots, there exists a phenomenon that the information about a current word is strongly dependent on key verbs in the sentence, and it is difficult to capture this relation well with current methods. In this paper, we extract the key instructional verb containing greater core task information based on dependency parsing, and construct a feature that combines the key verb with its contextual information to solve this problem. To further improve the performance of the slot-gated model, we consider the strong relations between intent and slot. By introducing intent attention vectors into the slot attention vectors through the global-level gate and element-level gate, a novel dual slot-gated mechanism is proposed to explicitly model the complex relations between the results of the ID tasks and SF prediction tasks and optimize the global prediction results. Our experimental results on the ATIS dataset and an extended home service task (SRTR) dataset based on FrameNet show that the proposed method outperforms the most advanced methods in both tasks. Especially, for SRTR, the results of SF, ID, and sentence-level semantic frame-filling are improved by 1.7%, 1.1%, and 1.7%, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, human-computer collaboration promoted by natural language has attracted a great deal of attention in the field of intelligent robots, which includes daily assistance [1] , medical care [2] , manufacturing [3] , indoor or outdoor navigation [4] - [6] , and social companionship [7] - [9] . Autonomous service robots are becoming increasingly powerful, and can provide considerable and effective help in the real environment. They need to be able to interact with nonexpert users in a natural way, and to understand the high-level task instructions described in natural language in order to plan follow-up tasks to perform low-level actions [10] , [11] .
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However, when the robot interacts with the user, the task instructions are usually expressed in natural language that encompasses abstract concepts [12] . In order to execute commands such as ''I want a bowl,'' ''Help me with a cup of tea,'' and ''Do breakfast,'' robots need to know how to map user instructions phrased in an open form to executable operations. This is a key challenge in robot task understanding and has recently attracted a great deal of attention in the artificial intelligence and robotics communities [13] .
Many researchers focus on understanding the task intent described in natural language when users interact with service robots. Task intent understanding is translated into intent determination(ID) and slot filling(SF), which is also the goal of this paper. Traditional methods use synonymous verb matching to predict intent. Accuracy is often low given the ambiguity of verbs and incomplete natural language description scenarios [14] . In recent years, with the development of recurrent neural networks, some joint training models based on Long Short-Term Memory(LSTM) and its variants have become widely used in natural language understanding. These models are different from traditional verb matching and other context-free grammar models. They can learn the remote dependencies in sentences through the gating mechanism, and improve the overall performance through joint training of ID and SF. However, this kind of model only adds training loss for the joint training, which cannot model the complex correlation between the two tasks well. Moreover, in the field of service robots, people usually interact with robots in a command language. Unlike auxiliary query languages, many commands in this field contain key verbs that are directly related to behavioral intent. There is a strong information complement relation between many chunks in the command and such key verbs, while there is a weak dependence relation with other chunks. In the example of ''After five minutes, please wipe the table with a paper towel.'' shown in Figure 1 (a), the information of ''Time'', ''Tool'' and ''Target Object'' of ''wipe'' are complemented by ''After five minutes'', ''paper towel'' and ''table''. The classification of ''paper towel'' as ''tool'' is largely due to the verb ''wipe'' and has a weak relation with ''five minutes'' or ''table''. In the corpus example ''Please help me put the paper towel on the table.'' shown in Figure 1 (b) , the ''paper towel'' acts as ''Target Object'' of ''put''. It can be seen that there is only a weak correlation between the ''paper towel'' and words such as ''table'', but a strong correlation between the ''paper towel'' and the key verbs such as ''wipe'' and ''put'' in the command.
The focus of this paper is to propose a method to fully mine the association information between key verbs and context words in task requests, and to create a mapping from sentence to expected robot action frame. We have noticed that taskoriented oral descriptions usually contain multiple verbs with redundant information and a key verb that is directly related to the task. We propose a method of extracting the key verb based on dependency parsing and a way of combining the key verb with its contextual information to improve the performance in task understanding for service robots. As shown in Figure 1 (a) , related works attempt to let the neural network automatically learn how strong the task intents depend on each word in the text. As shown in Figure 2 , we construct a new feature to input the priori dependence between words and key verbs into the neural network, and encourage the network to learn the strong dependence of the slots on key verbs, which is very helpful for task request understanding in the field of service robots. In addition, we propose a novel dual slotgated mechanism, which includes a global-level gate and an element-level gate to explicitly model the complex relations between ID and SF tasks, so as to control intent vectors to guide the prediction of slot context vectors. By introducing the features of key verbs and their contextual information into the model input, the performance of our proposed recurrent neural network with a slot-gated mechanism in the joint ID and SF tasks is improved. The proposed structure is applied to the ATIS dataset and a domain corpus of service robots constructed by the author's laboratory based on the FrameNet dataset.
The contributions are three-fold: 1) Aimed at natural language task requests for service robots, a feature that combines key verbs and their contextual information is used in the input of the proposed neural network model, which makes good use of the core information of instructional verbs in home service-oriented task description. 2) Compared with the most advanced neural network model and traditional key verb matching model, the proposed dual slotgated neural network model achieves better performance by explicitly modeling complex intent-slot relations through the global-level gate and the element-level gate. 3) We test our model on the ATIS dataset and an extended home service task dataset based on FrameNet, and the experiments show that our model performs better on the two datasets, which proves the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed model. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the earlier related work and its limitations. The new feature and the corresponding general extraction method are introduced in Section 3, and then the structure of the novel dual slot-gated mechanism model is described in detail. Details of the experiment and analysis of the results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the concluding remarks and directions for future work are discussed in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
Usually, task request in the form of natural language are open and complex, and it is difficult for robots to understand instructions that are not expressed with sufficient clarity. Therefore, robots first need to parse the semantics of the user tasks and translate user tasks into an internal representation that the machine can understand. This task encounters two main challenges. The first one is the semantic understanding of ambiguous natural language. For example, an instructional verb can have multiple meanings. The second one is to map the content of the language to the real object in the robot's running environment, i.e. grounding processing. This paper focuses on the first type of challenges. In this challenge, many practical task-oriented conversation systems have been developed for robot task understanding. The purpose of these systems is to automatically detect the user's intent expressed in natural language as the basis for subsequent task planning. Appropriate actions to be taken by the system are determined by a defined intent. So far, there are many methods in this regard that can be used for robot task understanding. Most of the research focuses on building a frame template for highlevel tasks, and filling and instantiating the frame template with semantic roles in user task description. More precisely, user instructions or high-level tasks are parsed into a series of frame elements based on predefined knowledge. These frame templates come from open resources [14] or domain experts [15] , for example, the words ''drink'' and ''fridge'' in the user task ''Serve a drink from fridge'' can be filled into the elements ''Theme'' and ''Source'' of the frame ''Bringing,'' respectively. Although this task has been extensively studied, intent understanding is still not considered to be a problem that is solved. This is because when the system has to deal with spoken language task requests with ambiguous and incomplete information, automatic mapping from natural language to the frame template and automatic filling of the template elements become challenging [16] .
In the traditional method, the keyword matching method uses domain dictionary to parses instructions, and the matching results are used as trigger conditions of the frame template [17] - [19] . Unfortunately, there are two main problems with this approach. First, natural language is ambiguous, and the same verb may cover multiple tasks. For example, when a user's task is described as ''I want to drink water,'' the command means to fetch water, that is, to execute the command related to ''Bringing,'' rather than let the robot execute the command ''Drinking.'' Second, spoken language descriptions sometimes omit prepositions or other components, which makes task intent matching difficult. Some studies introduce a synonym dictionary [20] , such as WordNet, to parse words with similar semantic similarity into the same object, but there are still a large number of action instructions that cannot be matched correctly. Some studies attempt to use context-free grammar models to parse task requests [21] , [22] , but the reason these grammar models are ineffective in practice may be that such grammar models have difficulty in modeling long-distance dependency phenomena.
In addition, these studies can only parse a small number of semantic roles by learning simple grammatical rules, which is different from the process of filling in frames that contain a large number of semantic roles in this paper. Introducing a user clarification mechanism to enable robots to acquire the missing key information through dialogue and inquiry is also a method to improve task understanding performance [23] . However, friendly human-computer natural language interaction systems should have a certain degree of reasoning ability to deal with missing or incomplete natural language instructions [24] .
In recent years, scholars have noticed that when human beings give instructions, a pattern exists such that key instructions can usually be inferred from the overall task description [25] . Some studies in the field of spoken language understanding use statistical learning methods, which regards ID as the classification of question semantics, and use the SF method to parse semantics. Some studies have shown that the neural network model has significantly improved the accuracy of general models. Popular methods include recurrent neural network (RNN) [26] , the joint model for ID and SF [27] , and the attention-based model [28] . Most of these studies focus on simple query statements, but the performance improvement in task understanding for service robots is not significant [29] . The reason may be that common query task descriptions, such as ''What are the flights from Tacoma to San jose,'' differ from service language which usually contains verbs carrying core instructional information, such as ''carry'' in ''Could you please help me carry this book to the bedroom.'' In addition, the joint training model proposed in recent years ''implicitly'' combines the ID and SF tasks, and cannot adequately extract effective information from the ID tasks to guide the SF tasks. Recently, the slotgated mechanism has been proposed to guide joint optimization by simply modeling the overall proportional relationship between the two tasks [30] . However, the simple method of constructing a trainable global weight for intent vectors and slot vectors cannot model complex intent-slot correlation that well.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we explain the method proposed for SLU in the service robots domain, which is used to explain the sequence of instructions for robot tasks expressed by nonexpert users in natural language. First, the key verb feature and its extraction method proposed for model input is introduced. Then, our attention-based RNN model is explained. Finally, the joint training model based on our slot-gated mechanism is introduced.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We translate task request understanding by service robot into ID and SF problems. Given sentence X , the ID task is to classify X into frame f k in frame set F = f 1 , . . . , f |F| , and the SF task is to select slots in frame f k to be filled with lexical chunks in X . For SF tasks, specifically, we assume that f = r 1 , . . . , r | f | represents all slots belonging to frame f k , and S is a candidate continuous chunk in a sentence. If there are slots that are not explicitly filled by chunks, they are filled by empty strings. Assuming that A represents the mapping of slot R f to chunk S, the SF method used in the past is to predict each slot r k∈ R f :
Now we propose a new method. We define the concept of key verb v and propose a new feature, which uses the information of dependency context T and word context v c to mark slots into chunks related to key verbs. Then (1) is reformed as (2):
B. OVERALL ALGORITHM AND METRICS
As illustrated in Figure 3 (a), the proposed architecture is composed of five components: feature processing, Bi-LSTM layer, attention layer, dual slot gated mechanism.
The evaluation metrics used for labeling include accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. Their calculation formulas are as follows:
Among them, the prediction is a positive example, the actual is also a positive example, we call it true positive (TP), the second case, the prediction is a positive example, the actual is a negative example, we call it false positive (FP), the third case The prediction is a negative example, which is actually a positive example, called false negative (FN). In the last case, the prediction is a negative example, and the actual is also a negative example, called true negative (TN).
C. FEATURE BASED ON KEY VERB CONTEXT
Some studies have shown that adding hand-crafted features to the input of neural networks can improve prediction performance [31] . Different from common query tasks, task requests in service robot domain have characteristics such that the core information of a task's overall intent is often contained in some key command verbs, while other verbs contain redundant information to assist understanding. We define the concept of key verbs. Key verbs are a class of verbs that contain core instruction information in task requests. They are usually uniquely identified in a single instruction. In the related work, scholars try to let the three gated mechanisms of the LSTM neural network model automatically learn the dependence of the prediction of the current word on each word in the sentence, but they cannot make good use of the strong dependence of the current word on such key verbs. Therefore, based on the dependency path of verbs, we explicitly define the extraction method of key verbs. However, given the influence of different users' spoken expressions, the intent of the key verb is often ambiguous and needs to be enriched by its contextual information. Based on such characteristics, we propose a new feature, which is based on the key verbs and their contextual information, it can effectively use the correlation information between each word in the input sequence and the context of the key verbs to guide the final prediction results. We process the sequence word for word. In this feature, there are four key parameters: the key verb x key , the key verb context x context and the region mark x mark , the dependency context x D context . The first step is to extract the key verb of the input sentence x sen = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T }, t = 1, 2, 3 . . . , T . Part-of-speech (POS) tagging and dependency parsing are basic modules in natural language processing. At present, many effective and general parsers, such as Stanford Parser, have been used by scholars to lay a foundation for subsequent information extraction. The POS of a word can be divided into verbs, nouns, adjectives and so on according to its meaning, form and grammatical function in the language it belongs to. Using the Stanford parser, when the input word sequence is ''I want you to help me carry this book to the bedroom,'' the result of POS tagging is shown in Figure 4 . Then the verbs contained in this sequence are extracted as follows: ''want,'' ''help,'' ''carry.' ' The task of dependency parsing is to analyze the dependency relations between words in a given sentence [32] . With the same parser, when input is the natural language instruction mentioned above, the result of dependency parsing is shown in Figure 5 .
Mark the dependency path depth of each verb to the root node in the sentence as n depth = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , . . . , n T } , that is, the number of arcs contained between the root node and the selected verb in Figure 5 . Then the dependency paths of the verbs ''want,'' ''help'' and ''carry'' are as follows: n want = 1, n help = 2, n carry = 3.
We have noticed that redundant information often exists in spoken language, and a few of the extracted verbs contain the core intent information of the instructions and most of them contain auxiliary information. The deeper the dependency path is, the more core intent information the verbs contain. Therefore, the following rules are formulated:
If the maximum element n max in n depth is unique, x key is the word vector corresponding to n max , otherwise x key is equal to the sum of the corresponding word vectors. If the result of POS tagging does not contain verbs, x key = 0.
Then x key = x carry in the sequence mentioned above. Because just one key verb cannot accurately describe the action information, we set up a context window with the length n∈N to construct the key verb feature. By extending the context and using the key verb context x context , ambiguity can be largely eliminated . Context window is a common parameter in semantic role labeling task. Because of the similarity between two tasks, we use the settings in reference [31] and set it to 3 in our model., that is to say, x context is the vector addition of the key verb and the words before and after. If a word is in the context window of a key verb, we use the region mark x mark = 1 to denote the word position, otherwise use 
D. ATTENTION-BASED RNN MODEL
The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model is a special RNN model. It can learn long-term dependency and has strong expressive ability for natural language [33] . Generally, LSTM units are composed of three gated organizations, which are used to control the proportion of information that needs to be forgotten in the one-way transmission. Figure 7 shows the general LSTM network structure. An LSTM unit maps a word vector x <t> to a one-way hidden state a <t> .
Formally, the formula for updating LSTM cells at t time is as follows:
where tanh and σ are the activation functions, and each gate δ contains a trainable weight matrix W and bias b. Figure 8 presents a Bi-LSTM structure, which is proposed as an improved LSTM structure to improve the disadvantage VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. The long short-term memory cell.
FIGURE 8. A bidirectional LSTM network.
in which LSTM can not access the future information as input to affect the current timing prediction [34] . Its basic idea is to present each sequence forward and backward as two separate hidden states to capture the past and future information respectively, and then connect the two hidden states to form the final output h <t> :
where tanh is the activation function, W h is the weight matrix, and b h is the bias. The attention mechanism breaks the restriction in the traditional encoder-decoder structure that is a dependency on a fixed length vector in encoding and decoding process [35] . It retains the intermediate output of the input sequence from the LSTM encoder, and then trains a model to selectively learn these inputs and associates the output sequence with the model output. In other words, the generating probability of each item in the output sequence depends on which item is focused on in the input sequence.
For the SF task, attention weights α S i,j and slot labels y S i can be calculated using the following formula: where y S i is the slot label of the i-th word in the input, and w S hy is the weight matrix. For the ID task, intent labels can be calculated using similar formulas:
E. JOINT OPTIMIZATION MODEL WITH DUAL SLOT-GATED MECHANISM
This section describes the joint optimization model for the SF and ID tasks. Based on the idea that ID and SF tasks are related, a joint optimization model is proposed to improve the prediction performance of single task model, where the model only achieves the goal of joint optimization by simply adding the loss of the two task training models. This method implicitly models the correlation between ID results and SF results, and tries to let the neural network automatically learn the proportional contribution of each of the two tasks to sentence-level semantic annotation. In this section, we propose a novel dual slot-gated mechanism, which controls the intent attention vector to predict the results of the slot attention vector through two gates, i.e. the global-level gate and the element-level gate, so as to optimize the results globally. The proposed model can improve the performance of the attention-based joint optimization model by explicitly constructing the contribution ratio of ID task results to SF task prediction. Our model is different from the slot-gated model proposed by Goo et al., which uses only a single gate to model the global contribution ratio of ID task to SF task [30] . The red annotated part in Figure 3 is the proposed slotgated layer. As shown in Figure 9 , our dual slot-gated mechanism introduces two additional gates, i.e. the global-level gate g 1 and the element-level gate g 2 , which model slot-intent relations by using an intent context vector to influence the slot context vectors prediction. First, the slot context vector is combined with the intent context vector c I , then activated and weighted by a slot gate. The vector obtained is averaged on the vector dimension and mapped to a variable g 1 :
where v and W 1 are the trainable vector and matrix respectively, n is the dimension size of c S i . g 1 can be regarded as a weighted global feature, which controls the overall contribution ratio of the slot context vector and intent vector to slot label prediction. A larger g 1 indicates that the correlation between tasks is greater, and the prediction of this slot label is more dependent on the result of intent vector prediction.
In order to get the contribution ratio of each element of the intent context vector to the slot label prediction, we use the activation function σ to process the joint vector:
The gate g 2 filters out the elements of the intent vector that are beneficial to SF tasks and assigns them a ratio of 0 to 1. Multiply g 1 and g 2 to obtain a g vector, which contains the overall correlation ratio and element-level correlation ratio between the two task vectors:
Then we apply g to the joint context vector to get the final slot context vector c SI i and replace (11) as below:
In general, applying the attention layer only to ID tasks will achieve better results [30] . In order to analyze the combined performance of the slot-gated mechanism and the attention mechanism, we also propose a slot-gated model using full attention as shown in Figure 3 (b). Then (22) , (23) and (25) are reformed as (27) , (28) and (29), respectively.
The target of joint prediction of SF and ID is expressed as 
where p y S , y I |X is the conditional probability of the SLU result given the input word sequence and need to be maximized. 
IV. EXPERIMENT
In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed model, we conducted experiment 1 on a benchmark dataset, the Air Travel Information System (ATIS) dataset. In addition, we extracted the frame of instructional verbs related to service robots in the FrameNet dataset, and collect a new corpus(SRTR) by manual annotation. Experiments 2 are conducted on this corpus to verify the enhanced effect of our model and new features on the understanding of spoken language instructions in the service robot domain.
A. DATASET
The ATIS dataset [36] , [37] , which consists of recordings of flight reservation personnel, is widely used in the field of spoken language understanding. The training set contains 4978 questions from the ATIS-2 and ATIS-3 corpus, and the test set contains 893 questions from NOV93 and DEC94 in ATIS-3. The dataset has 127 different slot labels and 18 different intention types.
In addition, we collected a corpus in the field of service robots task requests based on the FrameNet dataset by manual annotation. FrameNet [38] , [39] is a lexical resource based on frame semantics constructed by the University of California, Berkeley, USA. It contains abundant semantic information and a large number of English sentence analysis examples. In FrameNet, ''frame'' is a linguistic term used to describe a set of concepts of an event or a semantic scene. Each frame contains a series of semantic roles called frame elements, which correspond to words describing events or event forms in context. We extract and extend the instructional verb frames related to the service robot domain, so that the semantic roles of the frame template can more fully cover the natural language instruction in home service domain. The candidate semantic roles used for expansion include: This paper simulates three family environments, living room, kitchen and bedroom, and extracts 12 frames related to service instructions in FrameNet, including: ''Bringing,'' ''Cutting,'' ''Filling,'' ''Getting,'' ''Giving,'' ''Grasp,'' ''Grinding,'' ''Placing,'' ''Scouring,'' ''Chatting,'' ''Installing,'' and ''Removing.'' Then free format natural language instructions and robotic instructions logs are collected from multiple users and labeled manually with BIO tags. For the ID task, we mark the entire sentence with the frame it belongs to. For the SF task, we mark each word in the sentence with its own slot. If a word is the beginning of a slot, it is marked as ''B-label'', if it is inside the slot but not the first word, it is marked as ''I-label,'' otherwise it is marked as ''O . In the living room environment shown in Figure 10 , an example of natural language instructions and corresponding annotations collected under the instruction frame ''Bringing'' are shown in Figure 11 . In the example sentence ''Robot 2 fetch me the coffee from the table in five minutes,'' the phrases ''Robot 2,'' ''me,'' ''coffee,'' ''table,'' and ''in five minutes'' are respectively marked as the semantic roles ''Agent,'' ''Service Object,'' ''Target Object,'' ''Target Area'' and ''Time'' under the frame ''Bringing.''
The SRTR dataset was manually annotated and tested by 11 workers in the laboratory where the author works. In SRTR, we collect the description texts by the following method: We invited 40 participants aged between 20 and 60 from various industries to participate and show them the constructed family environment and the list of candidate frames. In order to encourage diversity, we required each assistant to provide more than 10 task requests for each framework, so the collected request descriptions cover all tasks in a more balanced manner. We construct a set of pipelines for annotation. The annotation process is divided into the following stages: We construct a set of pipelines for annotation. The annotation process is divided into several stages as follows: 1. Given a description of a task request, one annotator is randomly assigned, and the annotator chooses to submit a annotation or a deletion application. The reason for deletion is usually because the task request contains a description that cannot be uniquely determined. 2. After the initial annotation is completed, it enters the verification stage, which adopts the majority voting strategy. Three workers are randomly assigned to each annotation to verify, and vote on whether it is correct or not, or vote on deletion application. The annotation will only be added to SRTR if at least two workers think it is correct. The controversial description will return to the first step for iteration. 3. After 5 iterations, the remaining descriptions are deleted and the SRTR data set is obtained.
The training set contains 2808 task requests from the corpus and the test set contains 312 task requests from the corpus. The data set has 61 different slot labels and 12 different intent types. Compared with the ATIS dataset, the SRTR dataset is more oriented toward complex task execution than simple task queries. According to statistics, there are no more than four frames covered by the same key verb in SRTR. In addition, intents in ATIS are highly unbalanced, where ''atis_flights'' accounts for about 74% of the training data and ''atis_cheapest'' appears only once [30] . The corpus of all types of intent in the SRTR dataset is kept in balance basically.
B. SETUP
In experiment 1, our input is one-hot word vector, and in experiment 2, our input is a combination of a one-hot word vector and the new feature vector proposed in section 3. We set the size of the hidden vector to 64, the optimizer to Adam, the reported number averaged in 30 runs, and set the maximum epochs to 50 and 40 on ATIS and SRTR respectively by using the early stop strategy. In experiment 2, the traditional method for the ID task was added to the baseline, which mapped the natural language instructions containing verbs with similar meanings to the same frame using the WordNet synonym dictionary.
In order to alleviate the gradient explosion phenomenon, we used gradient clipping in the training process and set clip norm to 5. To prevent overfitting, dropout rate of input and output layers is set to 0.5 in Bi-LSTM model. The main super-parameters that have been fine-tuned include batchsize, context window length, learning rate, and the exponential decay method is used to adjust the learning rate in the later stage of training to achieve higher accuracy. The specific hyperparameter settings are shown in Table 2 .
C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this paper, the F1 score is used to evaluate the performance of the SF task, accuracy is used to evaluate the performance of the ID task, and full frame accuracy is used to evaluate the performance of sentence-level semantic frame analysis.
The results of experiment 1 are shown in the table 3, in which the comparison baselines for SF and ID include the state-of-the-art methods using the Bi-LSTM [40] model, Attention-Based model [28] , and Slot-Gated model with a single gate [30] . Table 3 shows that the model with the slot-gated mechanism achieves significantly better performance than the baseline model in all tasks (slot filling, intention prediction and semantic frame). In particular, the result of the sentence-level semantic frame has been greatly improved, which indicates that the slot-gated mechanism provides beneficial information for the global optimization of the joint model by learning the correlation between intent and slot. Compared with the original method of simply using a single gate to model the overall contribution ratio between tasks, our slot-gated model has made further improvements in the results of all tasks. The reason is that our model considers the contribution ratio of intent vector to slot vector prediction task at the element level and the global level, so that our model can learn more complex inter-task dependencies to optimize the joint task. In addition, by analyzing the experimental results of slotgated models with different attention mechanisms, we note that the results of the model with intent attention are better than those of the model with full attention. Considering that slot annotation of current words relies more on the overall intent prediction results than the slot information of longdistance words in sentences, the possible reason is that our slot-gated layers can model the dependencies between tasks well, without the simple weighting operation of slot vectors by slot-attention layer.
The results of experiment 2 are shown in Table 4 . The baseline of comparison includes the traditional verb matching method based on WordNet synonym dictionary, the attentionbased Bi-LSTM model and the slot-gated model with single gate and intent attention. The results show that the accuracy of the ID task is greatly improved by using the neural network model based on joint optimization. One of the possible reasons for this improvement is that some instructions issued in spoken language do not contain retrievable verbs in synonym dictionaries, which results in matching failure, and the use of the recurrent neural network model can infer the intents of instructions from contextual information. In this dataset, our slot-gated layer also appreciably improves the results by adding an additional element-level gate to explicitly model more complex correlation of slots and intents, and the relative improvements are 0.5%, 0.4%, 0.5%, respectively, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed model. One possible reason for the greater improvement compared with the experimental results on the ATIS dataset is that the complexity of the data set is different. For a relatively simple SLU task, such as understanding of query statements in ATIS, the joint training model can achieve better results by adjusting the overall contribution ratio of each task reasonably, without adding additional gates to model the element-level contribution ratio. In addition, SF, ID and semantic frame tasks were significantly improved after adding new features to our model, especially the SF task, which increased by 1.1%. The possible reason is that the information from the key verb and its contexts plays an important role in guiding semantic role tagging in different semantic frames. Experiments show that the proposed model can effectively improve the performance of intent understanding of task requests for home services by utilizing the key verbs and their contextual information. Overall, the experimental results of the proposed method are 1.7%, 1.1% and 1.7% higher than those of the baseline method, respectively.
We conducted a ablation study to verify the validity of the proposed modules in the context features of key verbs, i.e. word context feature and dependency context feature. The results of the ablation study are shown in Table 5 . We remove each module to verify the effectiveness of using all proposed modules. When we use all the modules together, we can clearly see the performance improvement. The results show that both modules play a key role. Using the word context feature is critical, and using the dependency context feature further improves performance. Interestingly, our model performs better than the baseline method in filling in slots specific to the frame. For example, when testing on the sentence ''Help me find the lost wallet, FIGURE 10. Service robot response to a natural language task request in a living room environment: (a) shows that the service robot is choosing to grab the coffee on the table; and (b) shows that the service robot is delivering the coffee to the end point. possibly on the table or on the way to the sofa.'', our method can correctly mark ''table'' as the slot ''Path Start Point'' under the frame ''Scouring'', and the baseline model will mistakenly identify it as ''Target Area'', which is common in most frames. The possible reason is that introducing the information of key verbs can help the model to extract the dependence relationship between slots and frames, and the contribution proportion of task intents covered by key verbs to semantic role recognition is explicitly learned through the dual slot gated mechanism.
The experiment runs on a single NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU server. The offline training and online testing methods are used and the online testing phase is completed within 0.5s. The average processing time of a single task request is 1ms, which basically meets the requirement of real-time humanrobot interaction.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Using the characteristics of spoken task requests in the field of home service robots, this paper proposes a task understanding method based on the key verb and its contextual features. The model with this new feature is more effective than the traditional method of using only one-hot word vectors, which shows that adding the proposed feature can help the model extract the core information from verbs used in home service instructions for task understanding. In addition, we add a novel dual slot-gated layer to the latest attention model to learn the complex intent-slot relations explicitly, so that SF can be conditioned by the results of intent learning. Applying this model to the ATIS and home service datasets, we obtain better results than the baseline, which shows that the proposed model achieves better SLU (joint slot filling and intent determination) performance. It also shows that the model has robustness in SLU tasks in different domains.
In future work, we plan to propose an architecture that can better show the correlation between ID and SF. Since the gated structure of this paper is one-way, we will study further the structure of the explicit relations that input SF results into ID or provides a bidirectional guide.
